
Start time End time Duration Goal Topic Details Speakers (in green if confirmed) Format

18:00 18:10 0:10 Introduction Welcome 2 short welcome introduction speaks Boris Toucas +  Amanda

18:10 18:20 0:10 Reclaiming the Earth
The depth of the environmental crisis we face is a warning that we need to pay more attention to nature. In 

this part, artists will help us refocus on our relationship to the world

- Daria de Beauvais (curator)

- Ariel Salleh (sociologue)

- Video previously recorded

- In person

18:20 18:35 0:15 Rediscovering our (urban) environment
The spread of urban environment has alienated public space and put social life at risk. A group of architects and 

a journalist will show ways to make them more sustainable and how to feel more connected to each other

- Djamel Klouche from the AUC collective (architect)

- Elizabeth  Farrelly (journalist)

- Live 

- Présence

18:35 18:50 0:15
Reconstructing our societies and our 

souls

The rise of populism and the identity crisis in modern westernized societies has disrupted our democracies. The 

traumatic attacks in Paris have left deep scars in our societies, yet we commonly underestimate our resilience. 

A victim of Paris' Bataclan attack in Paris and a journalist who covered the tragedy will explain how they lived 

through and after the event and how we can form a better society.

- David Fritz (writer)

- Philip Williams (journalist)

- Video previously recorded

- Présence

18:50 19:20 0:30 BREAK BREAK + teasers AF + wine and beverage

19:20 19:35 0:15 Reconnecting with our senses Several artists will offer unique performances to help us heal the wounds, rediscover our feelings.

3 performers:

- Nick Wales

- Ngaiire

- Bree

- Presence

19:35 19:50 0:15 Reinventing democracy
Political debates are part of the solution in order to rebuild together what can be. We will discuss this, based 

on the participation of famous French philosopher Marcel Gauchet. 

- Nathalie Doyle (professor)

- Marcel Gauchet (French philosopher and historian)

- Présence

- Video previously recorded

- Présence ?

19:50 20:00 0:10 Rebuilding our body Encourages us to be confident and comfortable with our bodies Amrita Hepi (performer) Presence

20:00 20:15 0:15 Reconnecting with our needs

Modern life style and restrictions have had a detrimental effect on our ability to take care of ourselves. A 

French chef will discuss healthy cooking and participants will be provided with one sample of natural food and 

one sample of natives seeds that have a nutritional value.

Cheri Lyden (Wholegrain CEO and nutritionist)

Christophe Lavelle (CNRS research scientist)

- Présence

- Zoom

20:15 21:00 0:45 Visite du musée

How can we become more 

aware of our environment 

when new technologies and 

scientific progress are 

everywhere?

In times of doubt, how can we 

introspect and prepare for the 

future?

NUIT DES IDEES

A powerful last part including 

deep considerations on the 

state of our societies, arts and 

soul, and a more joyful talk on 

a primary need that connect 

us all together: food!


